Dear Camp Participants.

We are looking forward to meeting you in our information at the Vendelbo Jamboree 2015.
We have currently registered 1,125 participating scouts plus our 75 helpers; so we are many.
When you arrive you must follow the signs to the camp, the address is Mosbjergvej 405, 9870 Sindal.

Buses cannot drive into the camp. You can drive into your camp with cars. After unloading drive
the vehicles and trailers into the marked P area.
At the camp site there is placed signs with your group's name. And our camp managers Ann and Jan will
welcome you out on the camp site. But you must as soon as possible send one of your leaders into our
information for check in.
When checking in, we have a welcome envelope ready for you. It contains your card to the supermarket, a
small camp agenda for all Scouts, info about the delivery of ordered clothing, invitation to the reception
and info from the technique.
You've already got the camp marks. But there have been some adjustments in the number of participants
since the camp labels were sent out. We adjust the number of the camp marks on arrival. The circular
"ring" is for scouts and leaders. The labels with tent and hand are for your seniors. The small marks you can
obtain when you have participated in the activities - there is a piston side in the camp agenda. Remember
needles and sewing thread, so you can sew in the small marks.
Most scouts would like to have mail from home. The mailing address is:

The Scouts name
Groupname
Vendelbo Jamborette 2015
Elmevej 6
DK-9870 Sindal
Denmark
In the camp you have the opportunity to trade with cash. There is no cash machine in the Mosbjerg
supermarket but there may to some extent be raised cash.
We camp kiosk selling ice cream, candy and soda.

We have a café. The cafe is a canteen for the helpers and is thus only open to managers outside the helpers
mealtimes. There will be signage with opening times.
In the information we sell lanyards, camp marks, postcards, stamps mm. And there is to a certain extent,
the opportunity to buy clothing with the camp logo. We also sell gluten-free diet. (info about the range are
mailed).
In the information we have a common freezer. You can therefore get frost elements into the freezer; but
remember name, and remember that we are many.
You can also get mobile phones charged; but only group wise. So remember the groups "charging box".
There will be a leaders meeting on Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday at 16:00
During the entire camp you can have information about camp program and activities on the info screens at
the camp squares and outside the information.
But definitely there will pop up some issues where you are in need of help. Then come to us in the
information, we can help. If problems arise out at the campsite we also want to hear about it, so we would
have the opportunity to act on it as soon as possible.
See you soon on the Vendelbo Jamboree 2015

VJ2015 greeting
The Info team
Susanne

